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It’s October 2018 and, once again, it’s time for Pixie Lillas’s spring retreat at the wonderful Kimi 

Ora Eco Resort, in Nelson. 

The days are crisp and cool at this time of the year and, mostly, sun filled. I feel a deep 

contentment as I settle in for the week, a comforting familiarity: the warm feel of the yoga room, 

the friendly intimacy of the dining hall, the (now) familiar faces around me and the soothing 

tones of Pixie’s voice during our yoga sessions, as she guides 

us on our yoga journey for this week at Kimi Ora. 

Each day starts before dawn (daylight saving has just started, 

so it seems earlier and darker). By torchlight I walk up the 

hill to the hall and the early morning Pranayama sessions. 

I’m not an early morning person, but I learn to love the 

morning Pranayama. So seldom do we get the opportunity to 

do Pranayama every day at sunrise; we could if we had self 

discipline (tapas), but generally, we don’t. 

Mornings are a silent time, Pranayama is silent; breakfast is 

eaten in silence too as we look out of the dining room windows and meditate on the vista before 

us, the sea in the distance. Maintaining silence until after the morning class is one of the appeals 

of Kimi Ora for me. It’s such a change from our usual frenetic, busy, demanding days. 

This year we are privileged to have Pixie’s partner, Chris 

Shakallis(pictured right), with us on retreat. He is a massage 

therapist of some 28 years experience. He is also an expert 

with Tibetan bowls, which he plays and uses in his massage 

sessions. Chris offers individual Tibetan bowl massages during 

the afternoons between the yoga sessions when we all have a 

few hours free time. He also plays his Tibetan bowls at the end 

of some of the yoga sessions, offering the opportunity for a 

really deep relaxation at the end of the class and the end of the 

day. 

 

Pixie’s retreat is for 

teachers, trainees and experienced Iyengar students. 

There is something for everyone, some sessions are 

invigorating – like the back bending ones; others offer a 

deeper inward reflection like forward bends and 

restorative sessions.  

The week flies by all to quickly; just as we feel we are 

getting into our stride, holding poses for longer, 

penetrating them more deeply, and notice our practice 

starting to blossom – the week is over and it’s time to go 

home. But we know that there is always another year, 

and another retreat, and that many of us will meet again back in Kimi Ora in October, 2019.  


